KEW MEDIA GROUP TELLS
THE RADICAL STORY OF PATTY HEARST
Toronto, April 24, 2018 – KEW MEDIA GROUP’s (“KEW MEDIA”, “KEW” or the “Company”) (TSX:
KEW and KEW.WT) distribution arm announced it has signed up CNN’s Original Series The
Radical Story of Patty Hearst (6 x one hour) for international distribution. The series was selected
by Broadcast magazine as one of the top factual series launched at the 2018 MIPTV market in
Cannes, France. This CNN ratings success follows the transformation of Patty Hearst from
heiress to terrorist in a saga of privilege, celebrity, politics, media, revolution, and violence.
Over 40 years later, newly discovered evidence, archival footage, cinematic recreations and
exclusive first-hand accounts shed light on one of the biggest and most bizarre stories in modern
American history.
Including unprecedented access to key figures in the story including Bill Harris, the man that
abducted Hearst from her apartment in 1974, and Steven Weed, the fiancé who witnessed it all,
the series weaves through her upbringing, kidnapping, transformation into a terrorist, subsequent
arrest and trial, and her transition back into American royalty. A Bat Bridge Entertainment
production for CNN.
Forward-Looking Statements
This news release may include forward-looking statements. All such statements constitute
forward looking information within the meaning of securities law and are made pursuant to the
“safe harbour” provisions of applicable securities laws. Forward-looking statements may include,
but are not limited to, statements about anticipated future events or results including comments
with respect to the Company’s objectives and priorities for 2018 and beyond, and strategies or
further actions with respect to the Company, its business operations, financial performance and
condition. Forward-looking statements are statements that are predictive in nature, depend upon
or refer to future events or conditions and are identified by words such as “will”, “expects”,
“anticipates”, “intends”, “plans”, “believes”, “estimates” or similar expressions concerning matters
that are not historical facts. Such statements are based on current expectations of the Company’s
management and inherently involve numerous risks and uncertainties, known and unknown,
including economic factors.
About KEW MEDIA GROUP INC.
KEW MEDIA GROUP is a leading publicly-listed content company that produces and distributes
multi-genre content worldwide. Companies included in the KEW family are the production
companies: Architect Films, Bristow Global Media, Campfire Film & Television, Collins Avenue
Productions, Frantic Films, Jigsaw Productions, Media Headquarters, Our House Media, Sienna
Films and Spirit Digital Media; and the distribution companies: Content Media Corporation (now
re-branded KEW MEDIA) and TCB Media Rights.

With primary offices in London, Los Angeles, New York and Toronto, the KEW MEDIA GROUP
companies develop, produce and distribute more than 1,000 hours of content every year, as well
as distribute a library of more than 10,000 hours, to almost every available viewing platform
internationally. KEW aspires to offer great content from all over the world to viewers of all ages
and tastes. The Company promotes transparency, equality, respect, and inclusiveness and plans
to grow with the benefit of people from a wide range of perspectives and backgrounds.
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